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Abstract
This paper identifies two approaches to how humanity might go about living sustainably, that is, for there to be a sustainable-world, namely; (a) the Reformist-approach, which is the current dominant sustainable-world approach consistent with mainstream sustainable-development, and (b) the Transformational-approach. The concept of socio-ecological-resilience is used to critique these two approaches to consider which is more likely to see the primary sustainable-world goal – the flourishing of life, incorporating human and ecological wellbeing, maintained over an indefinite time frame – achieved. The critique suggests that Reformism is challenging to believe as a credible pathway for humanity. Instead, Reformism is shown, in a number of important respects, to undermine the resilience of the socio-ecological-systems on which human and ecological wellbeing depends. A more determined effort to fully implement the Reformist-approach will not solve these problems – the approach is, in a number of key respects, inherently resilience eroding and self-defeating. The Transformational-approach is instead shown to be more consistent with socio-ecological-resilience principles and is, in this respect, a preferred sustainable-world approach for humanity to pursue.
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1. Introduction
The need for humanity to live sustainably, that is, for there to be a 'sustainable-world', has roots dating back thousands of years in concerns expressed at the environmental damage humans cause (Hughes, 2001). Following the 1987 release of the World Commission on Environment and Development's report "Our Common Future" (WCED, 1987), and a series of follow-up United Nations sponsored international events (Blewitt, 2008; Speth & Haas, 2006), the sustainable-world concept, often expressed as sustainable-development, has become embedded in national and international political circles, in the business sector, in the agendas of a broad range of NGOs, social groups, and research organisations, and in many academic and professional disciplines (Clifton & Amran, 2010).

Despite this, humanity is not living sustainably. Absolute poverty continues to affect hundreds of millions of people (Bell, 2009; Rees, 2008), the resource-use gap between the rich and the poor is increasing (Bell, 2009; Rees & Westra, 2003), the Earth's ecosystems continue to deteriorate (Brown, 2008; UNEP, 2007), atmospheric green-house-gas loads continue to rise driving global warming and ocean acidification (IPCC, 2010; UNEP, 2009), and humanity's use of the Earth's renewable resource base continues to exceed its rate of regeneration, with this unsustainable rate of use accelerating (Footprint Network, 2010; Rockström et al., 2009).

Why, however, after all of the attention the need for humans to live sustainably has attracted, do these problems persist? This paper reports on a component of a current research project (the 'Project') that considers this question. (For an overview of the entire Project, see Clifton (2010b)). Specifically, this paper applies the concept of socio-ecological-resilience to critique the current dominant sustainable-world approach, to consider if this approach is part of the problem. That is, the paper questions whether the current dominant sustainable-world approach it is able to deliver its promised outcomes, regardless of how aggressively it is pursued.

In conducting this critique, the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of what it means for there to be a sustainable-world. Section 3 presents an overview of the socio-ecological-resilience concept as evident in the literature, with section 4 discussing the linkages between resilience and a sustainable-world. Section 5 gives a brief overview of the process that was followed in conducting the critique of the different sustainable-world approaches (as per section 2) in resilience terms (as per section 3). A summary of the findings of this critique is included in Appendix 2, and it is this application of the socio-ecological-resilience concept to the broad range of dimensions that constitute what it means for there to be a sustainable-world that is the main contribution to the literature that this paper makes.

Section 6 discusses some of the key themes that arose from the critique. Section 7 concludes with some summary observations and brief comments on the contribution to knowledge, limitations, and areas for future research that arose from the critique.

2. A sustainable-world
2.1 A pluralistic and contested concept
A sustainable-world is a vague and pluralistic concept, grounded in differing value systems, perceptions of reality, and cultural contexts (Gibbs & Krueger, 2005; Osorio, Lobato, & Castillo, 2005), making it ill suited to
Despite these differences, both approaches share a common primary sustainable-world goal, namely Earth's natural resources such that it remains well within ecosystem limits. Reformism is the current dominant sustainable-world approach (Gould & Lewis, 2009; Handmer & Dovers, 1996), and is consistent with mainstream sustainable-development narratives at national and international political levels, and within business circles (Castro, 2004; J. Robinson, 2004). In this respect, Reformism’s dominance lies in it being the approach espoused by the key power centres of society. (Note: although the sustainable-development term is not used exclusively in the Reformist context, it has strong historical links to Reformism (Escobar, 1995; Orton, 1990). As such, the more neutral sustainable-world term is used in this paper as a general label for humanity living sustainably).

### 2.2 Reformist-approach

The Reformist-approach sees the achievement of a sustainable-world in terms of reforming the current dominant socio-economic system through changes at the margin to make this system more environmentally responsible and socially just (‘green-and-just’). Key characteristics of this approach include: (a) an ecocentric ethic, (b) human needs met through consumptive sufficiency and a focus on non-material satisfiers, (c) the need for a long-term reduction in human population numbers and an increase in the populations of most non-human species, (d) poverty as best resolved through resource reallocation, not more global resource-through-put growth, with a key role for the politically and economically powerful, especially the industrialised North, to cease the exploitation of resources from the politically and economically weak, and (e) constraints placed on the use of the Earth’s natural resources such that it remains well within ecosystem limits.

### 2.4 Primary sustainable-world goal

Despite these differences, both approaches share a common primary sustainable-world goal, namely *the flourishing of life, incorporating human and ecological wellbeing, maintained over an indefinite time frame, with this wellbeing grounded in principles of intra-generational and inter-generational justice*.

### 2.3 Transformational-approach

The Transformational-approach is quite different. It sees the achievement of a sustainable-world as requiring fundamental and transformational socio-economic system change. Key features include: (a) an ecocentric ethic, (b) human needs met through consumptive sufficiency and a focus on non-material satisfiers, (c) the need for a long-term reduction in human population numbers and an increase in the populations of most non-human species, (d) poverty as best resolved through resource reallocation, not more global resource-through-put growth, with a key role for the politically and economically powerful, especially the industrialised North, to cease the exploitation of resources from the politically and economically weak, and (e) constraints placed on the use of the Earth’s natural resources such that it remains well within ecosystem limits.

### 3. Resilience

#### 3.1 Background

Current day use of the resilience concept within the sustainable-world context is generally dated from the early 1970’s and the ecological systems research of Holling (Schoon, 2005; Walker et al., 2006). From this, two main forms of resilience are now evident in the literature as relevant to sustainable-world issues, namely: (a) engineering-resilience, and (b) ecological or, alternately, socio-ecological, resilience.

#### 3.2 Engineering resilience

Engineering-resilience is concerned with the ability of a system to resist disturbance, but if disturbance does cause system disruption, it is concerned with speed of recovery (i.e., bounce-back) to the pre-disturbance state. It incorporates concepts of efficiency, predictability, and constancy, and sees systems as having an optimal state where resilience is based on the maintaining of efficiency of function at this optimal state (Folke et al., 2010; Holling, 1996). This form of resilience is seen as the current dominant social approach to resilience (Handmer & Dovers, 1996), the way in which people mostly talk of resilience in day-to-day life (Walker & Salt, 2006), and as the historically dominant approach of mainstream natural resource management, based around attempts to control natural resource flows in an optimising manner (Folke, 2006).

Three main criticisms are raised against pursuing engineering-resilience as a primary sustainable-world resilience strategy. First is that applying engineering-resilience to social and ecological systems is fundamentally flawed – it applies a mechanistic-systems view to a complex-adaptive-systems setting to which it is not suited (Holling, 1996; Princen, 2005). Next, by focusing on resistance and speed of return to the prior equilibrium state, engineering-resilience fails to recognise the idea of thresholds, and fails to address situations where systems can
be subject to disturbance such that they are unable to bounce-back at all (Peterson, Allen, & Holling, 1998; Walker & Salt, 2006). Finally, although engineering-resilience may, by its focus on systems efficiency, improve social and/or ecological system productivity and stability in the short term, its optimisation approach progressively eliminates system spare capacity and redundancy, which reduces the range and magnitude of disturbance which a system can withstand and still continue to function – the greater the focus on engineering-resilience, the less ecologically-resilient a system becomes (Walker & Salt, 2006).

These concerns do not mean that engineering-resilience is irrelevant in the sustainable-world context. It has an important role and should form part of an overall resilience approach (Gunderson, Allen, & Holliday, 2010a; Handmer & Dovers, 1996) – for example, a community building its infrastructure to resist damage from a storm or fire and, after such an event, quickly bouncing-back to normal functioning. Problems arise when the engineering-resilience approach dominates such that it undermines the ability of social and ecological systems to adapt and change within the dynamic space in which they function.

3.3 Socio-ecological resilience

An alternate conceptualisation of resilience has its groundings in ecology as ecological-resilience, where resilience refers to the magnitude of disturbance a system can absorb yet still maintain its core functions, structure, identity, and behaviours (Gunderson et al., 2010a; Holling, 1996). This view of resilience has since been applied: (a) in the broader socio-ecological-systems context, where socio-ecological-systems are conceived as the collective of social and ecological systems, including their interactions, but viewed in an holistic way whereby any distinction between the social and ecological is seen as arbitrary (Adger, 2006; Walker & Salt, 2006), and (b) more generally, within the context of complex-adaptive-systems (e.g., see Folke et al. (2002; 2010)).

This evolution of the way ecological-resilience is conceived and applied has given rise to a broader description of resilience in the socio-ecological and complex-adaptive systems contexts, namely:

1. the amount of disturbance a system can absorb and still remain within the same state or domain of attraction.

2. the degree to which the system is capable of self-organization (versus lack of organization, or organization forced by external factors), and

3. the degree to which the system can build and increase the capacity for learning and adaptation" (Folke, 2006, pp. 259-260).

The resilience terminology used in this broader context varies in the literature, with a tendency towards socio-ecological or social-ecological resilience. In this paper, the term 'socio-ecological-resilience' is used to signify its application to socio-ecological-systems within the sustainable-world context. Unless otherwise specified, in the remainder of this paper, use of the term 'resilience' will refer to this socio-ecological form of resilience.

In contrast to engineering-resilience, socio-ecological-resilience is concerned with maintenance of system function, self-organisation, learning, and adaptation. It sees socio-ecological-systems as having many possible functional states, and subject to natural variability, change, and unpredictability (Holling, 1996). For socio-ecological-resilience thresholds are paramount and, rather than being focused only on bounce-back, is concerned with increasing the likelihood that a socio-ecological-system does not breach thresholds that move it into an undesirable regime, especially one from which it may not be able to recover (Walker & Salt, 2006).

4. Resilience and a sustainable-world

A number of authors (e.g., Handmer & Dovers (1996), Holling (1996), and Walker & Salt (2006)) have made the point that resilience is fundamental to there being a sustainable-world. The key point to be noted from this linkage is that in the sustainable-world context, a system "remain[ing] within the same state or domain of attraction" (see section 3.3 (above)) is concerned with the ability of socio-ecological-systems to continue to meet the primary sustainable-world goal – the flourishing of life, incorporating human and ecological wellbeing, maintained over an indefinite time frame – and to do so regardless of what changes might occur to these systems over time. In this respect, the resilience and sustainable-world concepts are inseparable. This inseparable link sees resilience as a useful tool to consider which of the sustainable-world approaches, Reformist or Transformational, is preferable in the sense of it being more likely to result in the primary sustainable-world goal being achieved.

The remainder of this paper reports on the findings of a resilience critique of the full sustainable-world typology (SWT) content, that was conducted as part of the Project on which this paper is based, to consider this 'which-is-preferable?' question.

Before proceeding, one point of clarification is necessary. In one respect, the Transformational-approach identifies itself as having a resilience focus as per SWT item 5.4, which shows the Transformational approach to risk and precaution in terms of "Resilience living .... socio-ecological-resilience living pursued instead of human activity strategies oriented to maximisation and optimization". As such, it may be claimed as self-evident that the Transformational-approach is, in resilience terms, the preferred sustainable-world approach. This 'resilience
living' claim of the Transformational-approach is, however, merely a claim about one of the many dimensions set out in the SWT. It does not show if the Transformational-approach is preferable to Reformism when all of the SWT dimensions are considered, and even if it is preferred, it does not show in a meaningful way why this is the case. The critique, as reported in this paper, addresses these broader issues.

5. Process
In conducting the resilience critique of the Reformist and Transformational approaches, the following process was followed.

First, a literature review was undertaken: (a) to identify key characteristics incorporated in the socio-ecological-resilience concept, and for each of these characteristics, (b) to identify the way in which they contribute to, or detract from, this form of resilience. The characteristics identified were Adaptability/adaptive-capacity, Diversity, Exposure, Integrity, Modularity, Rate of change, Redundancy, Sensitivity, Spare capacity, Thresholds, and Vulnerability. A table summarising the key features of these characteristics is shown as Appendix 1.

Next, the Reformist and Transformational approaches, as set out in the SWT, were critiqued in terms of: (a) each of the Appendix 1 characteristics, and (b) the content of the broader resilience literature that has a focus on issues relevant to the sustainable-world concept. This critique identified, for each of the SWT dimensions, which sustainable-world approach is preferable in resilience terms and why this is the case. It is this critique that is the key contribution to the literature this paper presents. A brief summary of some of the key points arising from this critique is incorporated in Appendix 2. (Note: detailed analysis documents for both the Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 content are available from this paper's author).

From there, the overall findings were reviewed to consider, across all of the SWT dimensions, which sustainable-world approach is, in resilience terms, more likely to see the primary sustainable-world goal achieved.

6. Findings and discussion
The findings show that, from a resilience perspective, Reformism is troublesome, with the Transformational-approach more likely to see the primary sustainable-world goal achieved. This preference for the Transformational-approach extends over all of the dimensions shown in the SWT.

Rather than elaborating on these finding by a line-by-line review of the Appendix 2 content, the remainder of this section considers three of the main themes that emerged from the critique, which will hopefully serve as a useful guide to a reading of Appendix 2.

6.1 Anthropocentrism – ecocentrism
6.1.1 Overview
The first major theme relates to the implications that flow from the anthropocentric vs. ecocentric paradigms on which the Reformist (anthropocentric) and Transformational (ecocentric) approaches are based. This aspect of alternate views of how a sustainable-world is conceived is well rehearsed in the literature, although the resilience implications have received little direct attention.

For Reformism, its anthropocentric orientation is framed within a weak-anthropocentric view, that is, one where (a) humanity is seen as separate from Nature (i.e., it supports a human-Nature dualism view), (b) human interest satisfaction, for the most part, takes precedence over non-human life, and (c) non-human life is mostly considered in terms of its instrumental value to humans in satisfying 'considered human preferences' (Norton, 2003; Palmer, 2003; Taylor, 2003) ('SWT item 1.2'). Considered human preferences are "any desire or need that a human individual would express after careful deliberation, including a judgment that the desire or need is consistent with a rationally adopted world view" (Norton, 2003, p. 164) which, in this current setting, is a rationally adopted view of a sustainable-world.

A requirement for human acts towards Nature to be based on considered preferences permeates throughout the sustainable-world literature. These considered preferences include a concern for: (a) the interests of future generations, (b) the wellbeing of all members of the current generation, and (c) the cultural, spiritual, and amenity values of Nature as opposed to its mere economic value (Hargrove, 2003; Light & Rolston, 2003; Palmer, 2003). In this respect, the critique shows that weak-anthropocentrism presents a much broader set of decision making criteria to protect Nature in order to progress human wellbeing than does the traditional 'strong-anthropocentric' approach evident within the neo-classical economic paradigm. This strong-anthropocentric approach sees meeting human needs and wants in relatively narrow self-interest terms based on the satisfaction of 'felt human preferences', that is, "any desire or need of a human individual that can at least temporarily be sated by some specifiable experience of that individual" (Norton, 2003, p. 164). Despite this advance over strong-anthropocentrism, weak-anthropocentrism still places human decisions and acts towards Nature, that are intended to progress the achievement of the primary sustainable-world goal, within the realm of identifiable human interests and within the cultural context in which those interests are determined (Light & Rolston, 2003).
Human knowledge of how ecological systems function, and what the impacts of human interventions might be, however, incomplete and subject to: (a) risks (i.e., statistical probabilities of an event occurring, and the seriousness of the consequences should it occur, are known, but what may happen in any specific instance is not known), (b) uncertainty (i.e. when the direction of change and possible nature of outcomes are believed known but cannot be accurately quantified), and (c) ignorance (i.e. when the direction of change or broad nature of outcomes is unclear, and where threshold effects, surprise, and chaotic processes may operate) (H. Daly & Farley, 2004; Diesendruck, 1997). Further, uncertainty and ignorance are not necessarily the result of a lack of knowledge, but can instead be the outcome of the fundamental properties of natural systems (as complex-adaptive-systems) that cannot be resolved through further knowledge gain (H. Daly & Farley, 2004; Handmer & Dovers, 1996).

The Appendix 2 findings show that, from a resilience perspective, human acts towards Nature that are based on weak-anthropocentric principles, but where this decision making is itself subject to limitations of knowledge and cultural-myopia, risks imposing changes onto Nature that are resilience eroding in material and problematic ways. This erosion can come in a number of forms including: (a) inadvertently reducing biodiversity and ecosystem redundancy in ways detrimental to long-term ecological and human wellbeing, (b) increasing the exposure of ecosystems to harm by say, imposing change of greater magnitude than might otherwise be the case had knowledge of the implications of actions been more complete, and (c) imposing too fast a rate of change on ecosystems such that the implications of change are not evident until well after the change event has occurred. The human-nature dualism view of weak-anthropocentrism can also aggravate these risks as it sees humans experience themselves as separate from Nature, reducing identification with ecological damage, leading to greater ecological harm and less motivation to resolve ecological problems (Conn, 1995).

On the other hand, the ecocentric approach provides a basis for protecting Nature where no human interest is apparent. Nature is seen as having value for its own sake, where protecting Nature is not conditional on it satisfying an instrumental-use-to-humans condition (CODP, 2003; Light & Rolston, 2003). In addition, ecocentrism rejects weak-anthropocentrism's human-Nature dualism and, as such, is not as exposed to the separation-risks this dualism view presents. In these respects, the Appendix 2 findings show that ecocentrism increases the functional diversity and response diversity in human decision making and action towards Nature beyond that evident in weak-anthropocentrism – it presents additional decision making criteria for protecting Nature, and response options in the event of harm to Nature. This greater functional and response diversity can help reduce the risks of human decision-making errors that result in a degrading of ecological integrity, from which flow-through erosion of human wellbeing may occur.

In these respects, the Transformational-approach is a preferred sustainable-world approach in resilience terms. Reformist weak-anthropocentrism, although offering a substantial advance on the strong-anthropocentrism narrative, still leaves human decision making towards Nature open to greater risks of error, and consequential hampering of achievement of the primary sustainable-world goal, than does the Transformational ecocentric approach.

6.1.2 Counter claims

There are, however, a number of counter-claims against this preference for Transformational ecocentrism over Reformist weak-anthropocentrism, some of the more prominent being as follows.

Firstly, some argue that ecocentrism "open[s]... the doors to an anti-humanist morality that risks sacrificing human well-being for the sake of an ill-defined 'greater good'" (CODP, 2003) and that, by being opposed to human centeredness, it is opposed to humans and is misanthropic (Fox, 1995). In this view: (a) ecocentrism, rather than contributing to human and ecological wellbeing, might benefit the ecological but, in doing so, harms the human, (b) this undermines the achievement of the primary sustainable-world goal from a human wellbeing perspective and, in this respect, (c) the Transformational-ecocentric approach is not consistent with resilience objectives when applied to the achievement of the primary sustainable-world goal.

This misanthropic claim is, however, misguided. It commits the "fallacy of misanthropy" (Fox, 1995, p. 19) as the claim does not follow from an ecocentric view. Instead, ecocentrism is a concern for all life, not one form to the exclusion of another (Fox, 1995; Rodman, 1995: Taylor, 1989). The Transformational-approach does not reject, as a valid and important basis for human decision making, the weak-anthropocentric notion of Nature being of instrumental value for the meeting of considered human preferences. It does, however, reject the weak-anthropocentric claim that the non-human world is of only (or mostly) instrumental value to humans and holds that, in addition, Nature also has value for its own sake. There is nothing untoward about this position. The idea of something possessing both instrumental value and value for its own sake is well recognized in the literature (Light & Rolston, 2003; O'Neill, Holland, & Light, 2008: UHK, 2010) and something we see in everyday life – say, a parent who values a child for its own sake but nonetheless receives instrumental benefits from the child (love, affection, pleasure, and so on).

The anti-humanist claim against ecocentrism also seems to assume that ecocentric decision making, being based on principles that include the non-human world as having value for its own sake, is necessarily human wellbeing eroding. There is, however, no reason to presume that this claimed human wellbeing erosion needs to occur.
Human wellbeing can be achieved in many and varied ways and, for its advocates, the ecocentric approach is seen to offer greater ecological security for humans (Wackernagel & Rees, 1997) and, more broadly, increased human wellbeing through a stronger and deeper connection with Nature (Brown, 1995; Cato, 2009; Naess, 1989), than can be found within the weak-anthropocentric paradigm.

In summary, any claims that ecocentrism is anti-humanist, in that it risks sacrificing human wellbeing for the sake of the non-human, are ill-founded and are based on a misreading of the ecocentric view. Further, any flow-on claims that the Transformational-ecocentric approach may undermine human wellbeing and hence be inconsistent with resilience principles within the sustainable-world context are equally ill-founded.

Next is a view that, in practice, weak-anthropocentrism will produce very similar outcomes to ecocentrism when it comes to the protection of Nature (for a detailed review of this claim, see Minteer (2009)). In this respect, weak-anthropocentrism is presented as a preferred approach as it is claimed to be: (a) one to which humans can better identify than ecocentrism, where ecocentrism is seen as more 'metaphysical', and (b) one more likely to succeed in the public policy and business arenas where action to protect Nature is more likely to be taken if clear links to human wellbeing can be identified (Hanna, 1995; Hargrove, 2003; Holdren, Daily, & Ehrlich, 1995). In this view, ecocentrism can be seen as resilience eroding as, when it comes to gaining support for actions to protect Nature, government, business, and the community generally will be less motivated to act if arguments are presented in ecocentric terms as compared to weak-anthropocentric terms. Further, as a weak-anthropocentric approach is seen to be able to effectively deliver the same protection of Nature as would an ecocentric approach, nothing is lost in taking this weak-anthropocentric position.

There are two main problems with this argument. The first is that the claim falls foul of the same misrepresentation of the ecocentric approach as for the misanthropy claim (as discussed above). The ecocentric approach has no objection to arguing a case for the protection of Nature based on weak-anthropocentric principles – the objection is to making decisions based only on weak-anthropocentric principles and ignoring the broader ecocentric value set. The second problem is that, despite some claims that weak-anthropocentrism and ecocentrism will produce similar outcomes to the protection of Nature, this is not how these two approaches play out in the Reformist-Transformational space. The Reformist position portrays the meeting of non-human interests, and the way in which humanity interacts with Nature, in ways that are fundamentally different to the Transformational view.

The final counter claim that will be considered here proposes that there is no reason why allowance cannot be made within the Reformist-approach for the knowledge and cultural-myopia constraints within which human decision making is made. In fact, not only can Reformism allow for this, it does so, as evident in SWT item 5.4, through recognition of ignorance and uncertainty, and application of the precautionary-principle (PP') to address these human decision-making constraints. As such, the claimed increased risk exposure in following the Reformist-approach, as compared to the Transformational-approach, may simply not exist in any material way.

This argument also presents two main problems. The first is that for Reformism, application of the PP is based on weaker versions of this principle than applies for the Transformational-approach. It is beyond the scope of this paper to explore in detail the implications of applying weak vs. strong versions of the PP (for a discussion on this issue, see Cranor (2004), Dorman (2005), and Beder (2006)). The key point however is that weaker versions of the PP, along the lines of those found in various United Nations documents such as the Rio Declaration (UN, 1992a) and the Framework Convention on Climate Change (UN, 1992b), provide a number of 'escape provisions' for social actors (government, business, etc) when considering action to protect the environment, which are not as evident in stronger PP formulations. The second problem is that Reformism, in a number of important ways, frames a sustainable-world within the context of the maximization (the most of) and optimisation (the most out of) of human activity and resource productivity. In this context, the role of the PP is constrained to addressing uncertainty and ignorance in human knowledge as it relates to the processes by which this maximisation and optimisation strategy is pursued, as opposed to questioning whether this strategy should be pursued at all. This leads to the second major theme evident in the findings summarised in Appendix 2, that being the scale of human activity.

6.2 Scale of human activity
6.2.1 Overview

Both the Reformist and Transformational approaches are concerned with flourishing lives, although they differ substantially in how this is to be achieved. For Reformism, efforts to achieve flourishing lives within the human domain are incorporated within strategies directed at maximising human activity, evident in its focus on: (a) continuous strong global economic growth (SWT item 5.5.), (b) the related consumption of goods and services to meet human needs and wants that flow from, and drive, this growth (SWT item 3.2.1.), and (c) an orientation to maximising the human population that can be sustained within the broader Reformist sustainable-world criteria (SWT item 3.3.1.). This approach, however, presents a number of challenges when viewed from a resilience perspective.

First, maximising human activity comes at a cost to the non-human world. For Reformism, much of the narrative towards protecting Nature is not in terms of ensuring its abundance, but ensuring that its transformation by
humans does not continue beyond a point that breaches critical levels. In particular, the focus is on maintaining critical levels of biodiversity (SWT item 3.3.2) and, more broadly, critical levels of natural capital (\(K_N\)) (SWT item 5.3) (with \(K_N\) referring to aspects of Nature that provide a flow of goods and services that are useful to humans (H. E. Daly, 1996; Porritt, 2005)). What is critical in this context refers to what is critical for satisfying human considered preferences within a weak-anthropocentric paradigm (SWT item 1.2).

Within the Reformist weak-sustainability approach to resource management (SWT item 5.3), this focus on critical \(K_N\) levels effectively sanctions the erosion of \(K_N\) where there is an apparent economic advantage in doing so (Holland, 1997). The Appendix 2 findings show that this \(K_N\) erosion carries with it a corresponding reduction in ecosystem spare capacity, pushing these systems closer to thresholds, and increasing their vulnerability to harm. Further, and as discussed in section 6.1, what critical \(K_N\) levels are may simply be unknown or unknowable – incomplete knowledge and cultural-myopia in human decision making may see these levels inadvertently breached, from which recovery may simply not be possible within any meaningful human time scale (Dietz & Neumayer, 2007; Pearce & Atkinson, 1998; Turner, 1992). These ecosystem resilience problems also spill over to the social systems setting, by increasing the exposure of social systems to the consequences of more frequent and substantial ecosystems shocks – say, storm damage, and crop failure from drought, as a result of atmospheric green-house-gas thresholds being pressed. Alternately, the Transformational approach, with its focus on abundance within the Natural world (SWT items 3.3.2, 5.3, and 5.6.1) presents an approach more consistent with resilience principles.

Next, to support this maximisation of human activity strategy, Reformism seeks to optimise renewable natural resource ('\(K_{NR}\)') productivity (SWT item 3.2.2) to provide the resource flows necessary to meet human needs and wants (SWT item 3.1). However, as discussed in section 3.2, this focus on \(K_{NR}\) optimisation is fundamentally at odds with socio-ecological-resilience principles. Optimisation, through the elimination of unused (spare) capacity and redundancy (as functional and response diversity) – examples include the reduction in crop and livestock diversity that has paralleled the spread of modern industrial agricultural methods (Shiva, 2000; UNEP, 2007) – may increase output in the short-term but in the longer-term, undermines ecosystem resilience and increases vulnerability to disturbance (Walker & Salt, 2006). In effect, the long-term sustainability of resource flows from the \(K_{NR}\) base is being sacrificed for short-term productivity optimisation.

Thirdly, Reformism's focus on the maximisation of human activity drives a rate of change within socio-ecological systems that may well exceed the ability of these systems to cope with, or adapt to, the changes that are being imposed. An example of this concerns the implications of human population growth. A necessary, although not sufficient, condition for the human population to live sustainably is that consumption of the Earth's \(K_{NR}\) needs to remain within its regenerative capacity – effectively living off \(K_{NR}\) 'interest' rather than depleting capital (Footprint Network, 2010; Kitzes, 2007). The current human population is using \(K_{NR}\) well in excess of its regenerative capacity, with this position of overshoot evident from at least 1980, with the rate of overshoot increasing and no signs evident of a reversal of this trend (Clifton, 2010c; Footprint Network, 2010). Within this context, a substantial portion of the current population is not having even vital physical needs met let alone what might be required to ensure flourishing lives for all (Bell, 2009; Rees, 2008). The key point to be made here is that it is not yet known if all members of the current human population, let alone what the population may grow to over coming years, are able to live flourishing lives within the limits of the Earth's \(K_{NR}\) regenerative capacity. The mix of population and consumption is currently running ahead of sustainability criteria, with the implications masked by liquidation of the \(K_{NR}\) capital base to support current lifestyles. Reformism's response to this problem is not one of seeking to reduce population numbers (in some cases, mostly in developed nations, action is instead being taken to prevent population reduction (Ehrlich & Ehrlich, 2008; UN, 2008)) or to slow or cease consumptive-based economic growth – these two pressure sources on \(K_{NR}\) use and the rates of change they impose remain in place. To pull total \(K_{NR}\) consumption within sustainable limits, the focus of Reformism is instead on the deployment of technology solutions, which itself imposes additional rate of change pressures on socio-ecological systems.

In summary, Reformism's focus on the maximisation of human activity, and the issues that flow from this, pose substantial problems from a resilience perspective. Unlike the weak-anthropocentric vs. ecocentric issues discussed in section 6.1 where resilience concerns are more matters of the likelihood of errors in human decision making, the very nature of Reformism's maximisation and optimisation strategies gives rise to resilience eroding outcomes. In this sense, the more aggressively some aspects of the Reformist agenda are pursued – more global economic growth, greater optimisation of \(K_{NR}\) productivity, rapid development and deployment of new technologies – the less resilient socio-ecological systems become. In this sense, Reformism is self-defeating.

6.2.2 Counter claims

Three main counter claims to the above arguments that will be addressed here concern: (a) the need for economic growth, (b) issues relating to population reduction, and (c) the need for, and benefits of, technology.

First, Reformism claims that continued economic growth is necessary for many reasons including generating employment opportunities, improving human wellbeing through the provision of goods and services to meet human needs and wants, and generating wealth to overcome poverty and to protect the environment (Hart, 2007;
A steady-state economy as advocated by the Transformational-approach (SWT item 5.5) is, in this view, harmful to human wellbeing as it undermines all of these growth-based benefits with an overall result of broad-scale human hardship and suffering (Jackson, 2009).

Next, is a set of arguments in support of the Reformist population approach, and against that advocated by the Transformational-approach of reducing the human population as part of a set of strategies to reduce the scale of human impact on the Earth. These arguments include: (a) the negative consequences for economic growth a reducing population will cause (Ehrlich & Ehrlich, 2008; Engelman, 2008), (b) the social hardships from an aging demographic profile that will result from a below-replacement fertility rate during the population reduction phase (Ehrlich & Ehrlich, 2008; Engelman, 2008), and (c) the potential violation of the rights people have to choose their own family size (Hopfenberg & Pimentel, 2001). Collectively these all point, so the claim goes, to a reduction in human wellbeing from pursuing the Transformational population narrative.

Third, is the issue of technology. A useful model for clarifying the importance of technology for both the Reformist and Transformational approaches is the I=PAT formulation (Chertow, 2000; Holdren et al., 1995). I=PAT presents human impact on the environment 'I', as a function of:

- Population,
- Affluence, as consumption/production per capita, and
- Technology, as the environmental impact per unit of consumption/production.

Reformism seeks global population stability ('P'), strong global economic growth ('A'), and relies on technology ('T') to offset the impacts of 'P+A' to keep 'I' within critical ecological limits. The Transformational-approach on the other hand seeks to specifically restrict 'T' such that humans live well within ecological limits, and all of 'PAT' are addressed to ensure these limits on 'I' are not breached. Technology is also important for Reformism as a result of the important role the business sector plays in furthering the Reformist agenda (SWT item 4.2 and 5.5) where, as one Reformist advocate puts it "population and consumption are societal issues, [but] technology is the business of business" (Hart, 2007, p. 32).

For each of these three arguments, the key point of relevance for this current discussion is that they all argue in favour of continuing strategies claimed to further human wellbeing that are necessarily required by the current dominant economic system on which Reformism is based. Although they may be necessary to maintain this current system, they are not necessary for all economic systems (Cato, 2009; Jackson, 2009). This manner of defending the need to continue these key Reformist strategies does nothing to address the underlying socio-ecological-resilience concerns Reformism presents, and instead turns the focus on maintaining the socio-economic system (i.e., the means), rather than the desired flourishing-of-life goal (i.e., the ends). This is the point Transformational advocates make, by proposing that there are many ways in which human wellbeing can be progressed that do not carry the same resilience eroding problems inherent within Reformism's economic growth model. For the Transformational view, the focus is on the ends, with the means open to whatever restructuring is needed to ensure the primary sustainable-world goal is achieved. This leads to the third of the major themes considered in this paper – options.

6.3 Options

The final major theme that will be considered has to do with the options open to society to progress the achievement of a sustainable-world.

As evident from the I=PAT representations of the Reformist and Transformational approaches (see section 6.2.2 (above)), Reformism places constraints on the degree of social change it is willing to tolerate in order to see a sustainable-world achieved. For Reformism, what is needed are reforms to the current dominant socio-economic system to make it more green and just – in effect, making changes at the margin but maintaining the underlying principles on which this dominant model is based (Cato, 2009; Fox, 2003; Handmer & Dovers, 1996; Williams & Millington, 2004). In short, for Reformism, any strategy to progress a sustainable-world is acceptable so long as it fits within a green-and-just version of the current neo-liberal economic agenda.

From a socio-ecological-resilience perspective, this approach is concerning. It has the effect of making the ends (i.e. flourishing lives in terms of the primary sustainable-world goal), subordinate to the means (i.e. maintaining the current dominant socio-economic system), as opposed to the ends directing the means (Handmer & Dovers, 1996). Resilience in this respect becomes one of resistance to socio-economic system change other than change at the margin (i.e., is of the engineering-resilience form), and requiring the primary sustainable-world goal to be achieved within these constraints. Within the socio-ecological-resilience context, this is a nonsense approach – it cuts right across the core principle of adaptive capacity, and places substantial constraints on society's options in addressing the challenges it may face (i.e., limits society's response diversity). Rather than presenting a coherent approach to progressing a sustainable-world, Reformism is more likely to ultimately see pressures build that force change by way of substantial socio-ecological-system restructure in ways that may be far from desirable (Handmer & Dovers, 1996; Meadows, Randers, & Meadows, 2004).

This limitation-of-options characteristic of Reformism is aggravated as a result of Reformism not only being the current dominant sustainable-world approach, but also being dominant to the exclusion of alternate narratives –
to be heard in political and business domains, any proposals to progress a sustainable-world must fit the Reformist view (Dauvergne, 2008; Gould, Pellow, & Schnaiberg, 2008; Handmer & Dovers, 1996; Kallio, Nordberg, & Ahonen, 2007). This is not surprising, as Reformism has achieved its dominance from it being espoused by the key power centres of society – business and government (see section 2.5 (above)), and is focused on maintaining the core elements of the economic system which these same power-centres advocate.

Opening the door to alternate socio-economic models, as does the Transformational-approach, poses substantial threats to the self-interest of those who benefit from maintaining this current dominant economic system (Dauvergne, 2008; Kempf, 2008). From a socio-ecological-resilience perspective however, the continued pursuit of Reformism, to the exclusion of alternatives, undermines society's resilience by reducing its adaptive capacity – that is, as a result of it removing from social experience alternates to the one globally dominant core model, it narrows the range of socio-economic system states over which society can effectively function. Robinson (2004) makes this point in discussing the need for a society that is facing fundamental change to have "an alternative to the existing order that is viable and that is seen as viable and preferable by a majority of society" (p. 172). If, however, pursuing the Reformist-approach fails to deliver needed sustainable-world outcomes, as the broad resilience critique of the Reformist and Transformational approaches suggest is likely to be the case, then the dominance of Reformism to the exclusion of alternate narratives creates the very problem to which Robinson alludes.

7. Discussion and conclusion

7.1 Summation

This paper has presented, as Appendix 2 and the discussion in section 6 (above), a socio-ecological-resilience critique of the two main sustainable-world approaches evident in the literature – the Reformist and Transformational approaches. Reformism has been shown to be problematic from a resilience perspective in three main ways.

First, as evident from the weak-anthropocentric vs. ecocentric discussion in section 6.1, pursuit of the Reformist-approach exposes human decision making to greater risks of error that may harm human and ecological wellbeing than is evident for the Transformational-approach. The weak-anthropocentric vs ecocentric issue is of particular relevance in this context as its implications flow throughout the SWT and influence most of the broader set of dimensions that give meaning to the Reformist and Transformational narratives. Although it is possible to imagine a form of weak-anthropocentrism where the risks arising from incomplete human knowledge and cultural myopia are managed such that a sustainable-world does come to pass, Reformism, as it is currently constructed, imposes many constraints within which management of these risks needs to occur. The Transformational-approach is, in this respect, a preferable sustainable-world approach in socio-ecological-resilience terms. Its ecocentric ethic presents greater functional and response diversity in human decision making to protect Nature and respond to problems that arise, reducing the risks of harms to ecosystems that flow through to also harm human wellbeing.

The second key concern with Reformism, as reviewed in section 6.2, relates to its maximisation and optimisation strategies. Strategies such as a commitment to strong and continuous consumptive-based economic growth, maximising the human population, and optimising natural resource productivity, actively erode the resilience of socio-ecological-systems. The implications of this are substantial. What it means is that the Reformist-approach is, in a number of key respects, inherently self-defeating, where any appearance of purposeful action and wellbeing gains are transitory. Ultimately the erosion of socio-ecological-system resilience will take its toll leading to systems restructure with, most likely, very undesirable consequences. Alternately, the Transformational-approach is specifically focused on a smaller human scale, maintaining plenty of spare capacity and redundancy in socio-ecological-systems, and reducing human-induced rates of change on these systems to limit the risks of change outpacing feedback mechanism. In these respects, the Transformation-approach is preferable in socio-ecological-resilience terms.

The third key concern, as discussed in section 6.3, is that by limiting solutions to progressing a sustainable-world to those consistent with the current dominant economic model of global GDP growth, globalisation, free-trade, and the consumption of market-produced goods and services (effectively, a green-and-just version of the current neo-liberal agenda), Reformism acts as a barrier to the uptake of other solutions that may well be needed to see a sustainable-world come about. This is particularly concerning in the light of the higher risk and self-defeating nature of Reformism as discussed above. The effect is that resilience for Reformism follows the engineering-resilience model of resistance to change – all efforts to progress the primary sustainable-world goal must take place within a pre-determined economic idealism which is not open to change other than at the margin to address green-and-just issues. The Transformational-approach places the focus on the sustainable-world goal and is tolerant of fundamental change to social systems and institutions to see this goal achieved (SWT item 5.4).

In this respect, it allows society to adapt to changing circumstances in whatever ways might be necessary to ensure a sustainable-world is achieved and maintained.

Of these three main areas of concern regarding Reformism's merits as a credible sustainable-world approach, it is this barrier to alternates that is possibly the most troublesome. Sustainability is a human social issue – current
problems are human caused, and humans are the only entity able to think about sustainable-world issues and do something about them (SWT items 4.1 and 4.2). In this respect, transitioning to a sustainable-world is first and foremost a social transition issue, dependent on the extent of society’s adaptive capacity. Unless Reformism's intolerance of social-systems change beyond the margin can be overcome, then successful transition to a sustainable-world will remain elusive.

7.2 Contribution, limitations, future research

Although there is a growing body of literature that considers sustainable-world issues from a socio-ecological-resilience perspective, its application across the broad spectrum of dimensions that give meaning to a sustainable-world is currently quite limited. This paper has sought to progress this area of enquiry by considering the content of the SWT in socio-ecological-resilience terms. In particular, it has sought to progress application of socio-ecological-resilience principles to the social-systems setting, which is currently a poorly developed area.

The extent to which this paper has been able to present the resilience issues relevant to a sustainable-world is, however, quite limited. The subject matter is very broad, with the summary findings shown in Appendix 2 necessarily brief, and the review in section 6 (above) able to cover only a narrow range of issues worthy of detailed exploration. Beyond this, a key limitation to the findings is that the critique of the SWT content is based on a set of socio-ecological-resilience criteria (as per Appendix 1) that have been sourced from literature dealing with socio-ecological-resilience issues within the context of ecological, socio-ecological, social, and economic systems, plus, more generally, complex-adaptive-systems. The key point is that application of socio-ecological-resilience to the sustainable-world context, in particular to social-systems, is an emerging field of enquiry. Although some socio-ecological-resilience issues, especially in the ecosystems setting, are supported by comprehensive research (e.g., see Gunderson & Holling (2002), Walker & Salt (2006), and Gunderson, Allen, & Holliday (2010b), application in this paper of general complex-adaptive-systems concepts (as per Appendix 1) to specific sustainable-world dimensions (as per Appendix 2), is, to a degree, a theoretical application not necessarily supported by research specific to each of the sustainable-world dimensions in question. Further research in this area would be very beneficial.

Ultimately though, a sustainable-world is a social transition issue. Further research as to how society might go about undertaking an orderly and peaceful transition to a sustainable-world is of significant importance. Such research is, however, only as good as its outcomes. If, as has been alluded to above, barriers to the implementation of needed change to progress a sustainable-world are to a material degree based in the defence of an economic idealism by the core power centres of society, then, as is evident with the current wrestle over the reality, or cause, or severity, of global warming, and embarking on a path of corrective action (Hamilton, 2007; Hoggan, 2009; Pearse, 2007), many challenges lie ahead in seeing needed change come about.
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**Appendix 1: Socio-ecological-resilience in complex-adaptive-systems (CASs)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Resilience relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Adaptability / adaptive-capacity</td>
<td>The ability or capacity of a CAS to: (a) modify its characteristics or behaviour to better cope with existing or anticipated disturbance and move to a less vulnerable condition, and (b) expand the range over which it can cope, so it can continue to function despite disturbance.</td>
<td>Increased adaptability reduces vulnerability and increases resilience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Diversity</td>
<td>The extent to which a CAS is made up of different things by way of form and function.</td>
<td>Greater system diversity, in particular functional diversity (different system parts doing different things, or doing the same thing in different ways), and response diversity (different system parts responding to disturbance in different ways), increases resilience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Exposure</td>
<td>The extent to which a CAS is open to the influence of disturbance.</td>
<td>Greater exposure increases vulnerability and reduces resilience. Is closely linked to sensitivity as exposure is increasingly problematic from a resilience perspective the greater the sensitivity of the system to the disturbance to which it is being exposed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Integrity</td>
<td>The ability of a CAS to maintain its normal functions, evolutionary potential, adaptive capacity, and ability to self-organise. Is linked to diversity – greater diversity enhances integrity.</td>
<td>Greater integrity reduces vulnerability and increases resilience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) Modularity</td>
<td>The manner in which a CAS's components are linked and compartmentalised.</td>
<td>Resilient systems need to maintain some degree of modularity (i.e., systems sub-groups are highly linked internally but only loosely connected to each other) to limit the extent to which shocks travel through the system. Some level of interconnectedness is normal. Excessive interconnectedness increases vulnerability and reduces resilience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) Rate of change</td>
<td>The rate of change that a CAS undergoes. Is linked to: (a) feedback mechanisms where change can outstrip the pace of feedback on the consequences of change, and (b) adaptive capacity where change can occur at a rate faster than which system elements can cope.</td>
<td>A slower rate of change in environmental variables increases resilience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) Redundancy</td>
<td>Refers to CAS functional and response diversity – the greater this diversity, the greater a system's redundancy. (Note: This differs from engineering redundancy which focuses on maximum efficiency through the removal of duplication, with redundancy considered in terms of back-up systems to take over in the event of main systems failure).</td>
<td>Greater redundancy reduces vulnerability and increases resilience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h) Sensitivity</td>
<td>The degree to which a CAS is modified or affected when exposed to disturbance. The more sensitive a system, the greater the level of impact it experiences from disturbance.</td>
<td>Greater sensitivity increases vulnerability and reduces resilience. Is closely linked to exposure where the greater the sensitivity to a particular disturbance, the less exposure to the disturbance a system can tolerate without risk of harm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) Spare capacity</td>
<td>The distance from thresholds – greater distance increases spare capacity.</td>
<td>Greater spare capacity increases the magnitude of disturbance a CAS can experience without flipping into an alternate regime, and hence increases resilience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(j) Thresholds</td>
<td>Boundaries which, if crossed, see a system move from one regime to another, although where these thresholds lie is often unknown. Resilience in the CAS context is about ensuring thresholds are not crossed, if done, would see the system move into an undesirable regime.</td>
<td>The further away from thresholds a CAS is, the more resilient it is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k) Vulnerability</td>
<td>The extent to which a CAS is susceptible to harm through being unable to cope with disturbance to which it is exposed.</td>
<td>A loss of resilience results in a CAS becoming more vulnerable to change from a disturbance that could otherwise have been absorbed. Change in a resilient system can present opportunities for renewal, innovation, and creativity. In a vulnerable system change is more likely to be harmful to systems goal achievement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 2: Sustainable-world Typology – Socio-ecological-resilience critique

1. Dimensions: Sustainable-world (‘SW’) Dimensions represented in the Sustainable-world typology (‘SWT’) are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>SW-Dimension description</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>SW-Dimension description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Primary Sustainable-world Goal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.</td>
<td>Primary Goal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.</td>
<td>Primary Goal area of focus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Space and time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Satisfaction of interests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.</td>
<td>Interests: Scope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.1</td>
<td>Interests: Mechanism (human)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.2</td>
<td>Interests: Mechanism (non-human)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.1</td>
<td>Interests: Population (human)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.2</td>
<td>Interests: Population (non-human)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Responsibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1.</td>
<td>Cause</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2.</td>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>Complex adaptive system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcoC</td>
<td>Ecocentrism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMO</td>
<td>Genetically modified organism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IntraG</td>
<td>Intragenerational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterG</td>
<td>Intergenerational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN</td>
<td>Natural capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNR</td>
<td>Renewable natural capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHF</td>
<td>Human forms of capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>Reformist approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>Socio-ecological system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SER</td>
<td>Socio-ecological resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>Transformational approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAnth</td>
<td>Weak anthropocentrism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMD</td>
<td>Weapons of mass destruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSust</td>
<td>Weak sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSust</td>
<td>Strong sustainability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The Sustainable-world Typology

1. Primary Sustainable-world Goal

1.1. Primary Goal

(a) Definitional: The primary Sustainable-world goal is the flourishing of life over an indefinite time frame.

(b) Socio-ecological resilience critique

From a SW perspective, the ‘maintenance of function’ of which SER is concerned is: ‘The continued meeting of the primary SW goal of flourishing life, incorporating both human and ecological wellbeing, and doing so regardless of what changes might occur in the socio-ecological systems from which this wellbeing is derived’.

1.2. Primary Goal area of focus

(a) Reformist: Weak anthropocentrism

What is to be sustained is the flourishing of human life through the satisfaction of human Fulfilment Interests\(^1\) based on Considered Human Preferences\(^2\).

The non-human world is only (or mostly) of instrumental value in meeting Considered Human Preferences.

(b) Transformational: Ecocentrism

What is to be sustained is the flourishing of human and non-human life through the satisfaction of Fulfilment Interests. Both human and non-human interests given consideration – humans interests do not take automatic preference.
1.2. Primary Goal area of focus (continued)

(c) Socio-ecological resilience critique

(i) The RA: WAnth: (a) places protection of Nature within the realm of identifiable human interests, the cultural context in which interests are determined (Light & Rolston, 2003), and the limitations of human knowledge (Diesendorf, 1997); this exposes ecosystems to human decision making errors that are SER eroding (e.g., biodiversity loss, increasing ecosystem exposure to harm through the magnitude of imposed change, and imposing too fast a rate of change), and (b) supports human-Nature dualism (Palmer, 2003; Taylor, 2003) that can reduce identification with ecological damage, and lead to greater ecological harm and less motivation to resolve ecological problems (Conn, 1995).

(ii) The TA: EcoC: (a) sees the non-human world as having both instrumental value and value for its own sake, and focuses on both human and non-human interests, not one to the exclusion of the other (Fox, 1995; Rodman, 1995), (b) provides a basis for protecting Nature where no human interest is apparent (CODP, 2003; Light & Rolston, 2003), and (c) rejects human-Natural dualism (Naess, 2005; Taylor, 1989). As such, it helps address the Wanth problems of incomplete knowledge, cultural myopia, and dualism, and increases functional diversity in human decision making to protect Nature, and response diversity as to how humans respond to ecosystem damage.

(iii) Conclusion: For this SWT item '1.2. Primary Goal area of focus':

The TA is a preferred SW approach in SER terms as it reduces the risks of error in: (a) human decision towards Nature, and (b) in responding to ecological damage.

Notes:

#1: Fulfilment Interests: are things that are conducive to the flourishing of something (a person, society, animal, etc).
#2: Considered Human Preferences: are "any desire or need that a human individual would express after careful deliberation, including a judgment that the desire or need is consistent with a rationally adopted world view" (Norton, 2003, p. 164). In the SW context, these are preferences consistent with a rationally adopted SW view.
#3: Felt Human Preferences: are "any desire or need of a human individual that can at least temporarily be sated by some specifiable experience of that individual" (Norton, 2003, p. 164)

2. Space and time

Definitional: A Sustainable-world is ultimately concerned with humans living sustainably at the global level over an indefinite time frame.

3. Satisfaction of interests

3.1. Interests: Scope: which needs (human and non-human) are to be met, and to what extent are they to be met?

(b) Reformist: Justice in meeting human needs and wants
Justice in meeting human Fulfilment Needs
d, then justice in meeting human wants  
Non-human species interest satisfaction based mostly, but not always, on their use in satisfying human interests.

(b) Transformational: Justice in meeting needs for all life
First, justice in meeting Fulfilment Needs for humans and non-human species, then justice in meeting human wants.

(c) Socio-ecological resilience critique

(i) The RA: is framed within the Wanth view as per SWT item 1.2.
(ii) The TA: is framed within the EcoC view as per SWT item 1.2.
(iii) Discussion points: From an SER perspective, the moral question as to the value of human vs non-human life, and which needs are to be met for human and non-human life, is not the issue at stake – SER is amoral (Walker & Salt, 2006). The issue of relevance is the flow-on implications for human and ecological wellbeing. In this respect, similar issues apply as for SWT item 1.2.
(iv) Conclusion: For this SWT item ‘3.1. Interests: Scope’:

The TA is preferred from a SER perspective due to its EcoC orientation.

Notes:

#4: Fulfilment needs: are those things that must be satisfied in order for fulfilment interests to be met.
#5: Human wants: are those things that go beyond fulfilment needs but are not conditional for a flourishing life.

3.2.1. Interests: Mechanism (human): How are interests to be satisfied for humans?

(a) Reformist: Green and equitable consumerism
Focus on consumption of goods and services produced and consumed in environmentally responsible and socially just (green-and-just) ways. Consumption that increases GDP for all of humanity is a fundamental social good.

(b) Transformational: Sufficiency and life experiences
Focus on non-material life experiences, with consumption of goods and services based on sufficiency criteria. Increased consumption needs of the poor are important and achieved through redistribution not more growth.
3.2.1. Interests: Mechanism (human) (continued)

(c) Socio-ecological resilience critique

(i) The RA: The focus on consumption: (a) maintains pressures on $K_{NR}$ use that are currently eroding ecosystem *spare capacity* and pushing ecosystems towards and beyond *thresholds* (Clifton, 2010c; Wackernagel et al., 1999), (b) increases social system *sensitivity* as disruptions to $K_s$ supply can impact adversely on human wellbeing where this wellbeing is primarily focused on consumptive satisfiers, (c) increases ecosystem *exposure*, as a focus on consumption requires consumptive processes to be maintained regardless of $K_s$ impacts, and (d) reduces social system *adaptive capacity* as options for pursuing human wellbeing are constrained within a consumptive paradigm and set of cultural norms.

Strategies to optimise the productivity-efficiency of the Earth's $K_{NR}$ stocks to provided needed resource flows (SWT items 3.2.2, and 5.5) detracts from SER as it: (a) reduces ecosystem *spare capacity*, (b) simplifies landscapes resulting in reduced *diversity*, and (c) reduces the *adaptive capacity* of landscapes (Walker & Salt, 2006).

(ii) The TA: The TA is more willing than the RA to pursue alternate approaches to human interests satisfaction that do not depend on consumption beyond a 'sufficiency' level. Non-material life satisfiers (e.g. cultural, spiritual, and psychological growth) are seen to be not subject to physical limits (Gallopin, 2003; Meadows, Meadows, Randers, & Behrens, 1972) and in this respect, can be pursued without negative SES impacts. This: (a) increases society's *response diversity* by seeing humanity respond to ecological degradation in ways that directly address one of its core drivers – excessive $K_{NR}$ use – that the RA does not pursue in such a forceful way, and (b) increases society's *functional diversity* by providing alternate non-material means of achieving human wellbeing.

(iii) Conclusion: For this SWT item '3.2.1. Interests: Mechanism (human)'

The RA: (a) in some respects, supports strategies that are inherently SER eroding (i.e., optimisation of $K_{NR}$ productivity) and in this respect is self-defeating, and (b) incorporates some human behaviours (e.g. reduced *diversity* in furthering human-wellbeing) that are less supportive of SER than the TA.

The TA is a preferred SW approach in SER terms.

3.2.2 Interests: Mechanism (non-human): How are interests to be satisfied for non-human life?

(a) Reformist: Constrained to human parameters – Weak Anthropocentrism orientation

Non-human life is managed by humans mostly as natural resources for satisfaction of Considered Human Preferences. Supportive of technology-focused agricultural practices, including the use of GMOs and other intensive technology based crop and animal production practices, if done in ways consistent with the green-and-just Reformist criteria.

(b) Transformational: Unconstrained flourishing – Ecocentrism orientation

Humans manage themselves rather than managing Nature, with a guiding principle of minimal interference with Nature to allow it to evolve and flourish in its own way.

Preference for organic agricultural practices, and an aversion to GMO technology and other intensive technology based crop and animal production practices.

(c) Socio-ecological resilience critique

(i) The RA: For the WAnth SER implications – see SWT items 1.2 and 3.1. For the SER erosion implications of $K_{NR}$ productivity-efficiency (optimisation) strategies (e.g., technology-based agricultural practices) – see SWT item 3.2.1.

(ii) The TA: For the EcoC implications of the TA, evident in its minimal interference with Nature principle, see SWT item 1.2. For the implications of the TA preference of human action that is SER supportive as opposed to erosion through $K_{NR}$ optimisation strategies as evident for the RA, see SWT item 3.2.1.

(iii) Conclusion: For this SWT item '3.2.2 Interests: Mechanism (non-human)'

Optimisation issues and the preference for the TA: as for SWT item '3.2.1. Interests: Mechanism (human)'. WAnth and EcoC and the preference for the TA: as for SWT item '1.2 Primary goal area of focus'. The TA is a preferred SW approach in SER terms.

3.3.1. Interests: Population (human): For how many humans are interests to be satisfied?

(a) Reformist: Manage a SW to Population

Stabilise current population, reduce very high rates of growth in some (mostly developing) countries, prevent reductions in some (mostly developed) countries.

Orientation to maximizing the human population that can be sustained within Reformist SW criteria.

(b) Transformational: Manage Population to a SW

Current human population seen as too high and unsustainable, and is an issue for all countries to address. Long term reduction strategy required through collective non-coercive and non-discriminatory choice.

Reduction will benefit both humans and other species.
### 3.3.1. Interests: Population (human) (continued)

#### (c) Socio-ecological resilience critique

(i) The RA: The *rate of change* in population numbers can exceed feedback mechanisms as to the sustainability of the population (Meadows et al., 1972), risking *threshold* breach. The current human population is not living within the Earth's $K_{NR}$ regenerative capacity (Clifton, 2010c; Footprint Network, 2010). The resulting $K_{NR}$ capital-base depletion reduces $K_{NR}$ *spare capacity*, increasing SES *vulnerability*, and risks of *threshold* breach. The RA resistance to population reduction limits humanity's *response diversity* to addressing ecological problems. A population maximisation strategy is inconsistent with maintaining *spare capacity* and keeping away from *thresholds*.

(ii) The TA: increases society's *response diversity* to address ecological problems by its willingness to embark on a human population reduction strategy to reduce human ecological impacts, and move to a position of *spare capacity* in humanity's use of $K_{NR}$.

(iii) Conclusion: For this SWT item '3.3.1. Interests: Population (human)':

The RA: (a) in some respects, supports strategies that are inherently SER eroding (i.e., maximisation of population) and in this respect is self-defeating, and (b) incorporates some human behaviours (e.g. greater *rate of change*, reduced *response diversity* in reducing human ecological impacts) that are less supportive of SER than the TA.

The TA is a preferred SW approach in SER terms.

### 3.3.2. Interests: Population (non-human): For how many non-human forms of life are interests to be satisfied?

#### (a) Reformist: Constrained to human interests – Weak Anthropocentrism

Non-human species diversity and population numbers mostly constrained to the extent needed to satisfy human instrumental objectives and self-interest pursuit.

Consistent with a WAnth view including maintaining critical levels of $K_N$ and satisfying Considered Human Preferences.

#### (b) Transformational: Flourishing – Ecocentrism

Non-human species flourish in their own right independently of human instrumental purposes or self-interest pursuit, characterised by abundance in biodiversity and in species population sizes.

Requires ceasing of human caused extinctions and significant increases in population numbers for most species.

#### (c) Socio-ecological resilience critique

(i) The RA: (a) is framed within the WAnth view with implications as per SWT item 1.2, and (b) is accepting of a degree of *biodiversity* loss, and is subject to the risks to ecosystem wellbeing that arise from this and the flow-on implications to human *cultural diversity* and human wellbeing (see SWT item 5.6.1 and 5.6.2).

(ii) The TA: (a) is framed within the EcoC view with implications as per SWT item 1.2, and (b) its focus on abundance in Nature is consistent with maintaining *spare capacity* and distance from *thresholds*.

(iii) Conclusion: For this SWT item '3.3.2. Interests: Population (non-human)':

The TA is preferred from a SER perspective due to its EcoC orientation and the implications that flow from this.
4. Responsibility (continued)
4.2. Remedy
Humans are the only entity able to think about SW issues and to do something about them. Within this human context, various social actors are claimed to have different remedial roles to play that can be considered within the Reformist and Transformational framework.

(a) Reformist: North and business led global green-and-just growth
North to make its production and consumption more green-and-just and help the South develop sustainably.
South to embrace Northern economic ideals in green-and-just ways consistent with a Reformist SW view.
Business has a key role in promoting global growth in partnership with government, based on a Reformist SW view.
Individual responsibility to make green-and-just consumer choices.

(b) Transformational: North restraint and sufficiency, South self determinism
North to bring its production and consumption within fair Earth-share limits and to stop exploiting the South.
South to find its own way of living sustainably and without replicating the unsustainable ways of the North.
Business size and power constrained by government with a preference for the small and local.
Government policies to limit scale of resource consumption and of distributional inequality.
Individual responsibility to adopt sufficiency lifestyles.

(c) Socio-ecological resilience critique
This SWT item ‘4.2. Responsibility – Remedy’ incorporates many aspects covered in the broader set of SWT items, and conclusions drawn as to the preference for the RA for these other SWT items flow through to this item.

5. General principles and concepts

5.1. Modelling a SW – the 3-Element Model
(a) Reformist: Interlocking circles / 3-legged-stool / 3-pillars
Ecological, Social and Economic as separate but equally important and interrelated aspects of a SW.
Allows trade-offs consistent with Weak Sustainability (SWT item 5.3).

(b) Transformational: Concentric circles
Economy dependent on and constrained by Social, which is dependent on and constrained by Ecological.
3 versions of increasing strength in their TA characteristics: (a) boundaries of the 3 systems are clear and easily definable, (b) boundaries of the 3 systems are diffuse and permeable, and (c) single human ‘activity and wellbeing’ field within surrounding ecological, with no economic-system distinction, and the human ‘activity and wellbeing’ field boundary diffuse and permeable between it and the ecological.

(c) Socio-ecological resilience critique
(i) General: This SWT item is one of representing a SW. Its SER implications arise from the flow-on impacts to human decision making and behaviour that these representations encourage.
(ii) The RA: does not present a picture of: (a) limits and thresholds, (b) the need to maintain spare capacity in SESs, and (c) dependencies, depicting social, economic, and ecology as separate systems. This presents a false view of reality, risking human decision making being based on this false view (Cato, 2009; Dawe & Ryan, 2003). The separate systems depiction supports a human-Nature dualism as per SWT item 1.2.
(iii) The TA: presents a picture of dependency, limits, and scale (Adams, 2006; H. Daly & Farley, 2004), reinforcing concepts of thresholds and spare capacity, presenting an opportunity for these to be given meaningful consideration.
(iv) Conclusion: For this SWT item ‘5.1. Modelling a SW – the 3-Element Model’:
The TA is a preferred approach as it paints a more accurate picture of the true state of the world within the SW context to which it is directed, and from which more appropriate SER supportive SW strategies might then flow.

5.2. Justice: For all formulations of a SW:
Achieving both Intra-generational (IntraG) and Inter-generational (InterG) justice is a necessary condition for a SW. Ultimately it is justice in outcomes that is required.
Justice is multi-dimensional, and includes distribution (i.e. equity), recognition, capabilities, and participation.

(a) Reformist: Human focused and growth based
IntraG and InterG justice are relevant to humans only.
Overcoming poverty and a more equitable distribution of wealth requires continued economic growth.
InterG justice requires the passing on to future generations of an undiminished aggregate resource capital base (i.e., a weak sustainability approach – see SWT item 5.3).
5.2 Justice (continued)

(b) Transformational: Humans and Nature focused and redistribution based
IntraG and InterG justice are relevant to humans and to human acts towards Nature.
Human resource consumption based on a 'fair-Earth share' entitlement through redistribution of wealth and resource use,
especially from the North to the South and from humans to Nature, not through more economic growth.
InterG justice requires the passing on to future generations of independently undiminished $S_N$ and $S_{HF}$ (i.e., a strong sustainability approach – see SWT item 5.3) based on EcoC principles.

(c) Socio-ecological resilience critique
This SWT item '5.2. Justice' incorporates many aspects covered in the broader set of SWT items, and conclusions drawn as to the preference for the RA from a SER perspective for these other SWT items flow through to this item.

5.3. Human Interests – Resources

(a) Reformist: Weak Sustainability
Sustainability of human interests satisfaction requires that the aggregate value of $S_N$ and $S_{HF}$ is sustained, with capital types substitutable beyond minimum critical values.

(b) Reformist and Transformational features: Strong Sustainability – Weak Anthropocentrism orientation
Sustainability of human interests satisfaction requires $S_N$ and $S_{HF}$ to be maintained separately, with $S_N$ and $S_{HF}$ seen as mostly complements and only marginally substitutable.

(c) Transformational: Strong Sustainability – Ecocentrism orientation
SSust reconstructed to incorporate EcoC principles, with $S_N$ as Nature rather than as aspects of Nature useful to humans.
$S_{HF}$ incorporates values beyond it being a form of capital.

(d) Socio-ecological resilience critique
(i) The RA: The WSust focus on maintaining critical $S_N$ is inconsistent with SER concepts of maintaining spare capacity and distance from thresholds. Limits to knowledge of critical $S_N$ levels risks unknowingly breaching thresholds. The WAnth issues are as per SWT item 1.2.
(ii) RA and TA features: SSust, in maintaining the $S_N$ and $S_{HF}$ capital bases independently, appears to overcome many of the WSust SER problems, but its WAnth orientation accepts the extinguishing of some forms of $S_N$ and some species loss (H. E. Daly, 1999), with WAnth paradigm issues applying as per SWT items 1.2 and 3.1.
(iii) The TA: The SSust approach within the TA-EcoC view overcomes the limitations of viewing Nature, and aspects of human society, as merely/mostly forms of capital. The EcoC issues are as per SWT item 1.2.
(iv) Conclusion: For this SWT item '5.3. Human Interests – Resources': The RA, in some respects, supports strategies that are inherently SER eroding (i.e., a focus on critical $S_N$) and in this respect is self-defeating. WAnth issues are as per SWT item 1.2. Primary Goal area of focus.
The both-RA-and-TA-features approach: WAnth issues are as per SWT item 1.2. Primary Goal area of focus.' The TA is a preferred SW approach in SER terms.

5.4. Risk and Precaution

(a) Reformist: Risk Management
Maximisation and optimisation of human activity.
Ignorance and uncertainty are acknowledged, and risks from human activity are managed mostly through application of science and weaker forms of the Precautionary Principle (PP).
Risk aversion to change in social systems beyond marginal change based on green-and-just objectives.

(b) Transformational: Resilience Living
Socio-ecological Resilience Living pursued instead of human activity oriented to maximisation and optimisation.
Ignorance and uncertainty strongly recognised.
Stronger forms of the PP, and use of broad forms of knowledge in addition to scientific, are also used to address risk.
Risk tolerant of fundamental change to social systems and institutions to see primary SW goals achieved.
(c) Socio-ecological resilience critique

(i) The RA: The focus on optimisation and maximisation, in its drive for efficiency of function, erodes SES diversity and redundancy, and reduces spare capacity, which increased the risks of threshold breach (Walker & Salt, 2006). Its aversion to social system and institutional change beyond changes at the margin limits social response diversity and reduces adaptive capacity.

(ii) The TA: For this SWT item, the TA is by definition SER enhancing in its intent.

(iii) Conclusion: For this SWT item ‘5.3. Risk and Precaution’:

The RA: (a) in some respects, supports strategies that are inherently SER eroding (i.e., maximisation and optimisation strategies) and in this respect is self-defeating, and (b) through an aversion to social system change, acts as a barrier to society’s adaptive capacity.

The TA is a preferred SW approach from SER perspective.

5.5. Growth and Development

(a) Reformist: Sustainable Growth

Human wellbeing, including elimination of poverty and resolution of ecological problems, achieved through green-and-just, unlimited, and global GDP growth supported by free-trade, market based SW incentives, and a key role for the business sector.

Technology and human ingenuity as keys to resolving problems caused by growth and to overcome limits to growth.

(b) Transformational: Qualitative Development and Sufficiency

Human wellbeing progressed through green-and-just qualitative development and consumptive sufficiency, achieved through a steady-state economy, internationalisation not globalization, and a preference for consumption from local production.

Continued consumptive growth not sustainable or possible, and is a cause of ecological problems and of poverty.

(c) Socio-ecological resilience critique

(i) The RA: Continued global exponential GDP growth risks imposing a rate of change on social and ecological systems that outpaces feedback mechanisms (H. Daly & Farley, 2004). The globalisation free-trade agenda homogenises the core global economic system (Mander, 2003; Shiva, 2005) which reduces: (a) economic system diversity, (b) human cultural diversity (SWT item 5.6.2), and (c) modularity between nations.

The strong focus on new technologies: (a) increases SES exposure to harms, (b) can impose a rate of change to SESs that outpaces SES feedback mechanisms and, (c) coupled with an efficiency strategy, can further the elimination of SES redundancy and spare capacity (see SWT item ‘5.3’).

Alternates of a deliberate low or no-growth strategy are not entertained (Meadows et al., 2004), reducing society’s adaptive capacity.

(ii) The TA: Growth in traditional GDP measures is not objected to as such, but rather GDP growth that is based on increased energy and material throughput. (H. Daly & Farley, 2004; Gallopin, 2003; Meadows et al., 2004). This alternate view to growth, with a focus on non-consumptive satisfiers, addresses most of the SER concerns for the TA growth agenda.

Compared to globalisation, the TA internationalisation approach: (a) maintains a higher degree of modularity at the national level, and (b) the preference for consumption from local production strengthens feedback mechanisms by providing greater connect between consumption and its production impacts, reducing risks of threshold breach.

(iii) Conclusion: For this SWT item ‘5.3. 5.5. Growth and Development’:

The RA: (a) in some respects, supports strategies that are inherently SER eroding (i.e., maximising growth, optimisation of resource productivity) and in this respect is self-defeating, and (b) through an aversion to social system change, acts as a barrier to social adaptive capacity.

The TA is a preferred SW approach from SER perspective.

5.6. Diversity

For all formulations of a SW, both biodiversity and cultural diversity are seen as being interdependent, mutually supportive, and necessary and equally important for there to be a SW.

5.6.1. Biodiversity

(a) Reformist: Constrained to human (weak anthropocentric) interests

Biodiversity loss is inevitable and acceptable but not below levels consistent with WANth and not below either of: (a) critical KN levels for WSust, or (b) more significant than critical KN levels for SSust.

Consistent with mono-culture industrial agricultural practices including the precautionary use of GMO technology.

(b) Transformational: Flourishing

Biodiversity as a fundamental good and considered in ways consistent with ecocentric principles - humans need to live in ways that are biodiversity enhancing.

Sceptical of mono-culture industrial agricultural practices and the use of GMO technology - advocates a return to high diversity organic agricultural practices.
(c) Socio-ecological resilience critique

(i) The RA: (a) the WAnth view – as for SWT item 1.2, (b) the critical Kn aspect – as for SWT item 5.3, and (c) mono-culture and technology based agricultural practices – as for SWT item 3.2.2. The loss of biodiversity that is acceptable under the RA is related to cultural-diversity loss in that biodiversity and cultural-diversity are interdependent and mutually supportive (Blewitt, 2008).

(ii) The TA: (a) the EcoC biodiversity view of the TA – as for SWT item 1.2, (b) the biodiversity enhancing view of the TA, as opposed to tolerance of biodiversity loss and management to critical Kn levels – as for SWT item 5.3. The biodiversity enhancing views of the RA are related to cultural-diversity enhancement in that biodiversity and cultural-diversity are interdependent and mutually supportive (Blewitt, 2008)

(iii) Conclusion: For this SWT item ‘5.6.1. Biodiversity’:

The RA: (a) in some respects, supports strategies that are inherently SER eroding (i.e., focus on critical Kn, and optimization of Kn productivity) and in this respect is self-defeating.

The TA is a preferred SW approach from SER perspective.

5.6.2. Cultural diversity

(a) Reformist: Constrained within dominant socio-economic system

Cultural diversity encouraged but exists within a dominant Reformist SW approach based on globalization, free trade, GDP growth, and a green-and-just consumer culture.

Incorporates concepts of multiculturalism, protection of indigenous rights, protection of items of cultural heritage and language, and the commodification of cultural goods and services.

(b) Transformational: Flourishing

Cultural diversity as a fundamental good incorporating all aspects of human society including economic systems.

Humans need to live in ways that are cultural diversity enhancing.

(c) Socio-ecological resilience critique

(i) The RA: Cultural diversity is limited to diversity within an homogenous core global economic system (Adu-Febiri, 2006; Banerjee & Linstead, 2001), which reduces cultural diversity, including reductions in: (a) economic system diversity, (b) tradition knowledge, and (c) mechanisms to satisfy human needs beyond the consumption of market based goods and services. This reduces functional diversity (different societies meeting needs in different ways), and response diversity (the ability to respond to change by drawing on a diversity of knowledge from within different cultures) (Diesendorf, 1997; Dudgeon & Berkes, 2003). Loss of cultural diversity impacts on biodiversity (SWT item 5.6.1).

(ii) The TA: The focus on abundance in cultural-diversity, including economic-system diversity, addresses most of the SER concerns of the RA. In particular, the greater cultural-diversity focus as compared to the RA: (a) increases society's response diversity by providing a broad range of knowledge, experience, and beliefs that can aid in the challenges humanity faces in moving to a SW (Adu-Febiri, 2006; Diesendorf, 1997; Dudgeon & Berkes, 2003; UNESCO, 2001), and (b) increases the ability of humans to adapt to and live successfully in diverse ecological and social circumstances (Adu-Febiri, 2006; Dudgeon & Berkes, 2003). Greater cultural diversity benefits biodiversity (SWT item 5.6.1).

(iii) Conclusion: For this SWT item ‘5.6.2. Cultural diversity’:

The RA, in some respects, supports strategies that are inherently SER eroding (i.e., homogenisation of the core global economic system) and in this respect is self-defeating.

The TA is a preferred SW approach from SER perspective.

5.7. Security

(a) Reformist: Human Security focus - Targeted disarmament

Human Security focus: Focus on broad issues of Human Security and root causes of insecurity. Peace Dividend applied to progressing human and ecological wellbeing objectives.

Targeted disarmament: General reductions in military spending: Non-proliferation of, and elimination of, some types of weapons, especially weapons of mass destruction (WMD).

(b) Reformist and Transformational features: Human Security focus - Broad scale disarmament

Human Security focus: (as for 5.7 (a)).

Broad scale disarmament: Disarmament to minimal non-provocative defence capability, with no WMD: Stronger peace keeping capacity under international control.

(c) Transformational: Life Security focus - Broad scale disarmament

Life security focus: Focus on broad issues of security for humans and non-human species, and addressing root causes of insecurity. Peace Dividend applied to progressing SW objectives consistent with ecocentric principles.

Broad scale disarmament: (as for 5.7 (b)).
(d) Socio-ecological resilience critique

(i) The RA: Supports a significant military capacity for all nations – well beyond defense capability. In this respect, it maintains various pressures that: (a) degrade the environment, increasing risks of ecological threshold breach, and (b) increase the exposure of SESs to military conflict actually occurring, and to its resulting harms, as compared to a world of significantly reduced military capability. The focus is on human security within the WAnth paradigm, with similar issues as per SWT item 1.2.

(ii) RA and TA features: The substantial reduction in military capacity offered under this approach addresses many of the issues of the RA. The WAnth orientation remains, with concerns as per SWT item 1.2.

(iii) The TA: An EcoC approach makes it unlikely that any military activity can be justified (Davion, 2004). Reasons include: (a) military engagement impacts negatively on non-human species who, from an EcoC perspective, deserve consideration of their interests, (b) similar issues applying for the conduct of military exercises and weapons testing that involve harm to non-human life, and (c) the use of animals as weapons or for weapons testing would be difficult, if not impossible, to justify (Davion, 2004). In addition to the general preference for the EcoC approach as per SWT item 1.2, these reasons add to society’s functional and response diversity in avoiding military conflict and taking action to reduce the likelihood of it ever occurring.

(iv) Conclusion: For this SWT item ‘5.7. Security’:

- The RA incorporates a number of human behaviours (e.g. maintaining of significant military capability, and a general WAnth focus) that are less supportive of SER than the TA.
- The RA-and-TA-features approach overcomes many of the RA concerns other than those stemming from its WAnth orientation.
- The TA is a preferred SW approach from SER perspective.